Host SM_Rascal says:
As the AT wonder how to deal with the damaged crate, strange disturbances have been noticed by the people on the Yser/Mass runabouts...

Host SM_Rascal says:
<<<<<<< Resume Tal-War arc 'Through the mist' part 4 >>>>>>>>>

Host OPS_B`lee says:
Evirra: Would you make up your mind?!

Heather says:
::on the Yser, reading through her life history in the federation and somewhat confused::

FCO_Shania says:
::on the runabout::

SO_J`hondal says:
::sits on the shuttle Maas, at the science console, doing science type stuff like scanning and...science things::

AMO_Kedi says:
::looks at the CNS:: CNS: This place gives me the creeps::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Sprawled out on the ground::

OPS_B`lee says:
@::looks at Asmodeius:: CNS: What's the matter with him?

FCO_Shania says:
::scans for more subspace distortions::


CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::looks at the CSO:: OPS: I thikn he is....in ssssome ssssort of overload...

TO_Sondar says:
@::standing in the room with B'lee an the other AT memebers::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Standing in front of B'lee::  OPS: Yeah, sure. But the thing is. You guys stay away from this thing for now. First, we need to get this thing repaired, else we can't even transport it with antigrav units.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::smiles a comforting smile at the AMO::

OPS_B`lee says:
@TO: Help the Counselor get Asmo back on his feet...

Host CMO_Brock says:
::on the Yser::SO: Maintain comm link with the AT. I don't want to lose anyone here.

TO_Sondar says:
@::moves over to Asmodeius and helps pick him up:: CNS: What is the matter with him

AMO_Kedi says:
@::watches the CSO:: CNS/OPS: Okay, now that's just weird.

OPS_B`lee says:
@::growls at Evirra:: All: All right ... you heard the man, we all stay away from this thing for now. ::goes over to a nearby wall and leans against it looking at Evirra expectantly::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::stands and grabs one of the CSO's arms, ushering him to his feet:: TO: It issss my perssssonal thought that he issss in ssssome sort of sssshock

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: The crate is still just floating there while it emits it's blueish light through the crack.

Host CMO_Brock says:
::moves to Heather and checks her vitals again::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Groans::

SO_J`hondal says:
CMO: Yes, Doctor. ::taps out a few commands on his console and establishes a comm link::

TO_Sondar says:
@CNS: So he isn't going to crack or anything, right

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Sighs:: OPS: Look, what I mean. I need help, YOUR help in getting this thing back safely. So, I also need your help in getting that crack sealed, if at all posible. Now I'm no engineer, but I beleive you, being operations officer, are at least a little bit?

AMO_Kedi says:
@::watches::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::glances to the AMO:: AMO: Pleassse tell me you have a tricorder.

Host CMO_Brock says:
::checks his med-corder and notes the bruise on her head and a slight concussion. Uses the dermal regenerator to repair the bruise::

OPS_B`lee says:
@::raises his hands and shrugs:: Evirra: Hey, you told us to stay away. I can't imagine what you expect us to do to help you AND stay away. ::points to the crate:: Evirra: Go to it...

AMO_Kedi says:
@::looks at the CNS and digs in her purse, handing him a tricorder::

TO_Sondar says:
@::cracks a smile at the OPS comments::

Heather says:
::smiles at the CMO:: CMO: This equipment is amazing.... ::then quickly stops talking::

Host CMO_Brock says:
*OPS*: What is your status Mr. B'lee? ::Looks at Heather::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Sighs again:: OPS: Okay, you're right. I just want to make sure you guys don't do anything with it tat could endanger us or, more important, the mission. If you have to get to it to repair, so be it.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::shakes his head, and hands the tricorder back:: AMO: You are the doctor, have fun, I need a report soon. ::walks over to the OPS:: OPS: Any luck finding out how to get this thing over with.

Heather says:
::listens closely to hear B'lee's response::

Lt_Evirra says:
<tat = that>

OPS_B`lee says:
@*CMO*: We're staying away.

AMO_Kedi says:
@::makes a face at the CNS and scoots closer to the CSO and begins scanning::

Heather says:
::small smile and a laugh at what B'lee just said::

Host CMO_Brock says:
Heather: How are you feeling now? You have a slight concussion.

OPS_B`lee says:
@::bumps himself off the wall he was leaning against:: Evirra: Oh, why thank you sahime ... a thousand pardons upon you, master. CNS: Is Asmo awake yet?

Heather says:
CMO: I feel fine, physically.... ::smiles::

SO_J`hondal says:
::blinks slowly and checks his readings once more, running scans on every possible thing there is to run scans on::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Comes to but is dazed and groans::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Looks at B'lee for a moment, shrugging, then walks over to the crate::

Host CMO_Brock says:
Heather: Well take it easy for a bit. Have a headache?

AMO_Kedi says:
@CSO: Hello?

Heather says:
CMO:Yes... a bit of one....

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::shakes his head:: OPS: I have the AMO working on it, I intend to assist her, unless I am needed for convincing Evirra of letting us scan this thing.

TO_Sondar says:
@::still holding the CSO up by the arm:: AMO: So can I let go of him yet?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@AMO:Hello. ::Grabs his head::

OPS_B`lee says:
@::remembering the scans he previously took and thinking that's not such a good idea:: CNS: If he's hurt, get him back to the runabout. I need your minds over here.

Host CMO_Brock says:
::takes his hypospray and adjusts it:: Heather: Here, this will aleviate any pain. ::administers the hypo::

AMO_Kedi says:
@::looks down at her tricoder and wishes that Brock was here as she doesn't really understand the readout screen yet. Whimpers:: Self: Brock...

TO_Sondar says:
@::looks at the AMO:: AMO: Please tell me you know how to read that

Heather says:
::smiles relieved from the dull ache:: CMO: Thanks.... um... ::concentrates on the Fed set of memories:: Brock.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@TO: I think i can stand now you can let me go. ::Shakes head::

OPS_B`lee says:
@::checks his environmental suit power levels while the rest of the team deals with Asmodeius::

TO_Sondar says:
@::lets go of the CSO, but stays close in case he falls again::

Host CMO_Brock says:
*OPS*: Mr. B'lee, what do you need to get that crate moved?

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::nods, and walks back to the AMO, who looks confused, he takes her tricorder, glad he had some training in medical:: AMO: Arrange to get him back to the runabout he has a concussion.

AMO_Kedi says:
@::gives the TO a blank stare::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Stands on his feet, a bit unsteady at the moment but at least is standing::

OPS_B`lee says:
@*CMO*: I haven't the foggiest idea, Doc.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::moves to hold the CSO on his feet::

SO_J`hondal says:
::brings up another window on his console with sensor data from the Breen Ship and the Away Team over there::

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: On the Breen ship, suddenly the light level emitted from the crate drops to barely visible levels.

Host CMO_Brock says:
::cracks a smile:: *OPS*: Is the crate in one piece? Can it be moved? What is happening over there?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Mutters:: I hope i don't have to go through that again.

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Ponders about a way to seal the crack::

OPS_B`lee says:
@*CMO*: I think we're going to be sending you a patient ... Mister Asmodeius is feeling a tad bit under the weather. ::growing irritated:: *CMO*: Look, when I have an idea about how to move this thing I'll let you know. B'lee out.

TO_Sondar says:
@::looks at the crate:: outloud: is it suppose to be doing that

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::comforts the CSO:: CSO: What happened, explain the feeling.

OPS_B`lee says:
@Aloud: Oh good, it's turning off....

Heather says:
CMO: B'lee sounds cranky.

AMO_Kedi says:
@::looks around, hearing the OPS::

Host CMO_Brock says:
*OPS*: Understood. ::thinks he should have gone over to manage this.:: Heather: A bit.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@:: Is more steady on his feet and begins to look around:: CNS: It was like an amplifaction of all your emotions plus that of the crew of this ship at least i feel that they where the crew of this ship. It just overloaded me their for a sec.

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Turns his look to the crack as he notices the lighting decrease::

OPS_B`lee says:
@CNS: Come on ... what's the hold up? Get him back to the runabouts so we can concentrate on this mission.

Heather says:
::almost beams at Brock:: CMO: But I think B'lee can handle it.... he's absolutely amazing.

SO_Asmodeius says:
@CNS: Fear was running rampant, but also anger.

TO_Sondar says:
::smiles:: OPS: They are talking about how they feel, and working it out

Host CMO_Brock says:
::prepares to receive the CSO::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::nods, and takes notes:: CSO: Could you tell what causssed thissss sssurge?

AMO_Kedi says:
@OPS: You okay B'lee?

Host CMO_Brock says:
::Looks at Heather after her last comment and scans her again:: Heather: Are you sure you are alright?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@CNS: It happened to fast to tell for sure.

OPS_B`lee says:
@::growls:: AMO: No, I'm not okay ... I miss my quarters and my nice warm bed. If you guys are done babysitting Asmo, I'd like to concentrate on this mission and see what we can do about getting me back to them. And my dog too!

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@CNS: It happened right after the Leutinent looked inside of the crqate.

FCO_Shania says:
CMO: The transporters are back online. We can beam the CSO now.

Host CMO_Brock says:
::looks at the readings:: Heather: This is curious. It seems that you have more memory engrams than you should.

SO_J`hondal says:
::with usual Vulcan calm he stays at his console, monitoring all sensor readings and watching for changes or anomalies::

AMO_Kedi says:
@::makes a pouty face:: OPS: I'm sorry B'lee. I wish we were back at home too.

Host CMO_Brock says:
FCO: Excellent. Beam him over now.

Heather says:
::sees him scan her again and sighs figuring that the CMO and his equipment would figure out she wasn't perfectly alright:: CMO: Well... I am having some difficulty... it seems I remember more than one life.... and they are both mine. Weird huh.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::mutters:: OPS: He may be able to help us...I would like go with him back to the runabouts for further questioning.

OPS_B`lee says:
@CNS: No, the missions here.

FCO_Shania says:
::locks on to the CSO ans beas him to the runabout::

Lt_Evirra says:
@:Still standing near the crate, listening to the conversation between the team members::

OPS_B`lee says:
@::watches the CSO dematerializes and nods, as if that solves the issue:: All: All right ... minds on the crate. ::turns and heads over to the crate::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Notices the shift from the Breen ship to the runabout::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::as the CSO disapears:: OPS: With all due respect sir, I believe the injuries to the CSO are directly related to the contents of that crate...we could have learned a lot more from him... you are rushing into this again sir.

Host CMO_Brock says:
Heather: I noticed that. Not sure what would cause it. I want to compare your brain scan with your previous physical but can't till we get back to the Tal-War. In the meantime, we will have to watch you closely.

OPS_B`lee says:
@All: We don't have a bigger box to put the smaller box into. And Lieutenant Evirra here won't let us laser weld this crack closed. Anyone have any other bright ideas?

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: The runabout's sensors also read a decrease in the time/space rippling that was in the area.

Heather says:
::nods and pouts a bit:: CMO: I understand.

OPS_B`lee says:
@CNS: Yeah ... well .... you're getting on my nerves. So we're even.

SO_J`hondal says:
::raises an eybrow at his console:; CMO: There is a decrease in the time/space anomalies in the area, Doctor. I am at a loss to explain why

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::shakes his head:: *SO*: Are you getting any strange sensor readings? The light eminating from the crate has decreased.

Host CMO_Brock says:
SO: Can we transport the crate aboard? Erect a level 10 forcefield around it when we beam it over if possible.

AMO_Kedi says:
@::scoots closer to the CNS:: CNS: I don't like that crate...it's creepy...Can't we just tape it shut?

Heather says:
::raises her eyebrow:: SO: Do you think it could be a cycle of the space/time ripples... I think there was an up cycle we monitored...

SO_J`hondal says:
*CNS*: ::mostly speaking to himself:: Ah...that explains it...The time/space rippling in the area has decreased, probably at the same moment which your crate began to dim its light

Heather says:
::something in her psyche screams at her:: CMO: I think Evirra said we shouldn't transport the create or even scan it..... ::furrows her brow thinking::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Chuckles at the AMO's suggestion::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@*SO*: Beam the crate aboard quickly and put the strongest forcefield you have around it, while we still have a chance.


CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::waits for  Evirra to say something::

OPS_B`lee says:
@::hears a resounding lack of bright ideas:: Evirra: What about you, Lieutenant? This is your crate, any bright ideas?

Host CMO_Brock says:
Heather: Okay. We will figure out another way.

TO_Sondar says:
@::looks at the CNS and then at OPS and wonders who is really in charge::

OPS_B`lee says:
@::turns and looks at the Counselor:: CNS: Excuse me, Counselor?

SO_J`hondal says:
Heather: It is not that, but something from this crate. I will attempt to beam it over for examination...::taps out a few commands on his console, aims the transporter beam for the Runabout storage bay and readies a forcefield before pressing the "Energize" button::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::raises an eyebrow:: OPS: Do you have another idea sir?

Heather says:
SO: No... don't beam it

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@*SO*: Belay that order, the OPS seems to have a better idea.

OPS_B`lee says:
@CNS: How about following the Lieutenant's directive of "don't beam it"? Or do I need to remind you that I outrank you, Counselor.

SO_J`hondal says:
::quickly cancels the transport and refrains for sighing::

Host CMO_Brock says:
SO: Can you rig up a portable forcefield generator? Perhaps we can move it after we seal it in the forcefield.

OPS_B`lee says:
@::moves towards the CNS till his face plate in pressing against the other mans:: CNS: When this is all over you and I are going to have a moment together.

AMO_Kedi says:
@::sighs and leans against the wall::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Turns to B'lee:: OPS: Well, I have been thinking, but couldn't yet come up with something.... Except... f we could scrape a little layer of Duranium from the sphere and get it into the crack, sealing it, it might do the trick.

OPS_B`lee says:
@::turning away from the CNS:: All: Can we stick a tiny forcefield in the crack?

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::nods:: OPS: Ssssorry ssssir, I acted incorrectly, it seems you no longer need my asssssistanccce anyway.

OPS_B`lee says:
@Evirra: You don't want us to scan the thing, but now you want us to scrape pieces off of it? ::incredulously::

AMO_Kedi says:
@::perks ears and thinks they've all gone nuts::

SO_J`hondal says:
CMO: We have several portable force-field generaotrs onboard, Doctor. You might try one of those

OPS_B`lee says:
@TO: Mister Sondar ... do you have anything to scrape with?

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::shuffles over to the AMO, and smiles at her::

TO_Sondar says:
Evirra: and if we scrape some of it off and move it to the outside, how is that protecting us from it anyway

Host CMO_Brock says:
*OPS*: Mr. B'lee we can send a portable forcefield generator over to you. Would that help solve your issue?

AMO_Kedi says:
@::looks up at the CNS:: CNS: Hey, you okay?

OPS_B`lee says:
@*CMO*: Anything's worth a try. Send it over.

TO_Sondar says:
@OPS: Just my phaser, but we alraedy ruled that out

Host CMO_Brock says:
SO: Beam over the portable forcefield generator to Mr. B'lee's location.

Lt_Evirra says:
@OPS: I think you heard me. Besides, scanning would be useless due to the pure duranium of the thing. We just need to get the crack fixed. For the other suggestion, a forcefield, that could do to, but is less secure than repairing the crack with duranium.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Goes over to the CMO to see what is happening::

OPS_B`lee says:
@All: If we put this portable field generator on top of the crate, and program it to create a spherical forcefield around the crate, that should resolve the issue. Evirra: Would that be satisfactory, Lieutenant?

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::somewhat shrugs:: AMO: My idea could have worked...do they take you sssseriousssly or issss it only me they hate?

SO_J`hondal says:
:;nods and locks onto one of the generators before beaming it  to Blee's positions::

Host CMO_Brock says:
::sees the CSO and instinctively scans him:: CSO: How are you feeling?

AMO_Kedi says:
@::sighs:: CNS: They don't really listen to me either...except for Brock.

Lt_Evirra says:
@OPS: We can try. And we could always go for filling the crack if this fails.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
CMO: A little drained by the overload of sensations.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::nods and looks to the OPS, making a mental note for his evaluation::

Host CMO_Brock says:
CSO: You appear to be fine. Just take it easy for a bit. ::scans:: I don't see any residual effects.

AMO_Kedi says:
@CNS: Oh...when did you want to talk?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
CMO: I will, what is happening over there?

OPS_B`lee says:
@::sees the generator materialize nearby and moves towards it, moving it on top of the crate and works the controls to create a spherical forcefield ... steps back as it snaps into position covering the entirety of the crate:: All: All right, everyone happy?

TO_Sondar says:
@::moves around the room, really wishing they could get the crate and go,this place is really starting to get to him::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::thinks a moment:: AMO: When we finisssh thisss missssion, tensssionssss are high now.

OPS_B`lee says:
@TO: Sondar ... any luck finding an anti-grav cart to push this thing around with?

Host CMO_Brock says:
CSO: We've sent a portable forcefield generator over. Hopefully that will enable them to move the crate here.

AMO_Kedi says:
@::smiles:: CNS: That would be nice. I don't like being cooped up in sickbay all the time...no one comes to visit, you know.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::raises an eyebrow:: AMO: I can't ssssee why...

AMO_Kedi says:
@CNS: Cause they only come when they're sick or when we tell them too.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
CMO: Well that might seal the crack, but not sure how that will help them move the crate though. I hope they have a good plan.

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Sees the sphere take shape and smiles a bit:: Self: That looks better.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::smiles:: AMO: Nobody jussst dropsss in eh? Jussst to sssee you?

AMO_Kedi says:
@::shakes her head:: CNS: Nope.

Host CMO_Brock says:
CSO: There is currently no gravity on the breen vessel. Shouldn't be a problem moving the crate as long as the forcefield holds.

OPS_B`lee says:
@CNS/AMO: If you two are done yakking, we could use your help over here. All: Okay, let's get this crate out of here... ::gives the crate a push and finds it moves freely in the zero-g::

AMO_Kedi says:
@::sticks her tongue out at B'lee and stands up::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::shakes his head:: OPS: You didn't ssseem to need my help a moment ago ssssir.

TO_Sondar says:
@::starts helping push the crate:: OPS: well this should work, unless gravity is restored and then we could have a anti-grave cart beamed over from the runabout

OPS_B`lee says:
@CNS: You must make a great Counselor; you've already become a pain in my arse.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
CMO: True, I just hope that what ever caused the sensory overload doesn't happen again. That crate is beginning to be a real pain.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::smiles:: OPS: I sssupossse there is no need for me here any longer my life missssion is complete!

Host CMO_Brock says:
CSO: Hopefully the forcefield will prevent that. Meet the AT in the airlock. They will need the anti-grav sled once they are aboard.

OPS_B`lee says:
@CNS: All right, I'll kill you later then. ::quite seriously::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Watches carefully as the others moce the crate::

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: As the crate moves, the semsors on the runabouts can detect nanolevel versions of the subspace ripples around it.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
CMO: Will do. ::Gathers up the anti-grav sled and heads for the airlock::

AMO_Kedi says:
@::smacks B'lee lightly:: OPS: Play nice!

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::makes a mental note to report the OPS for threatening a fellow officer to death:: OPS: Go right ahead sssir.

OPS_B`lee says:
@::scowls at Kedi::

SO_J`hondal says:
CMO: The crate is giving off tiny, nano-level version of the subspace ripples we detected

AMO_Kedi says:
@::makes a face at B'lee:: OPS: Is that any way to treat a lady?

Heather says:
SO: Really? What is in that crate I wonder....

Host CMO_Brock says:
SO: Can the forcefield be modified to prevent those ripples from affect us here on the shuttle?

OPS_B`lee says:
@::looks at Kedi as if she's lost her mind:: AMO: Um ... yeah. ::continues moving the crate slowly through the corridors::

SO_J`hondal says:
::lets out one of those intelectual "hmmmms":: CMO/Heather: I do not know what is in that crate, but it affects subspace in a strange way. As to whether the ripples should affects us...I do not know

Heather says:
::looks at Brock:: CMO: Good question! I hadn't thought about that...

TO_Sondar says:
@::cracks up laughing at B'lee's remarks, but keeps pushing the crate::

AMO_Kedi says:
@::sighs:: Self: Not a lady like me. ::sighs and runs ahead of the floating crate::

Heather says:
SO: Is it emmitting these ripples as it is being moved?

Host CMO_Brock says:
Heather/SO: Is there any way to find out short of "experiencing it"?

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::notes the interaction between the AMO and OPS::

SO_J`hondal says:
Heather: Yes, but only only around the crate itself

OPS_B`lee says:
@::looks for the way out:: *CMO*: We're on the move ... we should be clearing the hull of the Breen ship in a few minutes::

Host CMO_Brock says:
*OPS*: Acknowledged.

Heather says:
::nods:: SO: Oh... hm.

AMO_Kedi says:
@::sniffles:: Self: Stupid B'lee..

CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Patiently awaits the arrival of the AT::

AMO_Kedi says:
@*CMO*: Brock..Are you okay? ::sniffle sniffle::

Host CMO_Brock says:
::goes to the airlock:: CSO: We have detected time/space ripples eminating from the crate. Is it possible to modify the forcefield to protect our shuttles against its possible effects?

Heather says:
::smiles hearing they are on their way back::

Host CMO_Brock says:
*AMO*: I'm fine. How are you doing?

AMO_Kedi says:
@*CMO*: ::sniffle sniffle:: Stupid B'lee... I don't like it out here.

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Following the others, still looking around, making sure all goes well::

OPS_B`lee says:
@::comes to the point at which they entered the Breen ship:: All: Okay, let's move this thing into open space ... CNS: Why don't you hook up your backpack to it and tow it to the runabout.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
CMO: It should be possible, ::Thinks for a minute:: CMO: Try these settings. ::Gives the CMO The new settings for the forcefields::

OPS_B`lee says:
@::thinks what they really ought to do is give them thing one big push into space and take off::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::nods and removes a towing device from his backpack and attaches it to the crate and leaps from the hole turning on his manuvering device and heads toward the runabouts::



Host CMO_Brock says:
CSO: Thanks. ::heads back to the main compartment:: Heather: Feel up to a small task?

Heather says:
CMO: Sure! What do you need?

OPS_B`lee says:
@::watches the CNS head out, and follows turning on his own jet pack::

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: As the AT with the crate clears the Breen ship and floats towards the runabouts, the sighs and whispers briefly reappear.

AMO_Kedi says:
@::watches the CNS and OPS and tries to find the button they pushed on her EVA suit, but can't find it, so she jumps off the Breen ship and tries to swim::

Host CMO_Brock says:
Heather: Here are the settings given to me by the CSO. These may possibly modify the forcefield to protect us against the subspace ripples the crate eminates. Use these to modify a forcefield in the cargo bay.

Heather says:
:nods:: CMO: Understood.

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Sighs as they safely clear the Breen ship:: Self: So far so good....

OPS_B`lee says:
@::sees Kedi having trouble and heads back her way:: AMO: I swear I can't take you anywhere... ::activates her backpack for her::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Sees the AT cross the expanse of space heading back to the runnabouts::

AMO_Kedi says:
@OPS: Thanks B'lee. ::blushes::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Gets ready to open the hatch for them::

Heather says:
::goes to the mid compartment and sets up a force field with the configuration as per the CSO's specifications::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::as he gets closer to the airlock he hears the whispers and looks around but keeps going::

AMO_Kedi says:
@::shudders as she hears the whispers::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
::As the AT arrives at the hatch he opens the hatch for them::

OPS_B`lee says:
@::hears the whispers and frowns, just wants to get this over wtih and doesn't want any extra questions to bog down 'inquiring minds' like the Counselor's::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::enters the hatch quickly turning to guide the box in::

OPS_B`lee says:
@::comes to the hull of the runabout and waits while the CNS takes care of getting the crate in::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::gets the crate almost in and lowers it closer to the floor to keep it from suddenly falling to the floor when it crosses into the runabout::

AMO_Kedi says:
@::watches the boys::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Follows the crate closely::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
@::guides the crate in and looks to the SO to help him get it on the sled::

Heather says:
::waiting on the AT to come into the midcompartment and place the ball inthe right place so she can activate the forcefield::

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: As the crate is put into place, energy levels on the runabout drop for a brief moment, indiocating a fluctuation in the warp core...

Host SM_Rascal says:
<<<<<<<<< Pause Tal-War arc 'Through the mist' part 4 >>>>>>>>


